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Claudia was born in Barcelona in 1990. Passionate about Art and Movement, was developed in the 

field of dance, music, voice research, painting, photography, circus and poetry. Began to dance hip-

hop and contemporary in 2008 studding with d-block company in On-stage school. From 2010 to 2012 

was part of a group called Body Alchemy directed by Susana Isunza, studied Butoh with Rosana Barras, 

contemporary in Area and contact improvisation. In 2013 participated in the Orizzonte group acting in 

MNAC and in El Mercat de les Flors in the Butoh Dance Festival of Barcelona. Travelled through India 

where became a Sivananda Hatha Yoga and Acroiogathai Teacher and took classes in Collena Shakti 

school of classical Odissi Indian dance, gypsy and tribal fusion disciplines. She made a tour in Australia 

dancing along the musician Ryan Whitewolf with which visited different aboriginal communities. 

From 2014 to 2016 entered in the professional dance program in Contemporary and Urban Dances in 
Varium School of Anna Sanchez. Receiving classes from Bene Carrat, Nadine Gerspacher, Nicolas 
Ricchini, Diego Sinniger, Brodas Bros, including more other recognized professionals. From 2016 
Clàudia was part of Dansart BCN, a dynamic organization created, by Julie Berroneau and Nicolas 
Ricchini, to stimulate the dance scene of the contemporary dance field in Barcelona, where among 
other actions; writes dance critics of the most relevant Theatres. 2016-17 was studying in CobosMika 
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Seeds program directed by Olga Cobos and Peter Mika where as well was teaching to kids, pre-
professional teenagers, adults and the dance group with disabilities Di-move. In 2017 and 2019 She 
worked in the dance company of White Summer Festival.  
 
Furthermore, she took workshops with Sita Ostheimer, Lali Ayguadé, Roser López, Anton Lachky, 
Edivaldo Ernesto, David Zambrano, Los Innato, Tres hermanos, Tj lowe, Francisco Córdova, José Agudo, 
Ella Rothschild, Sharon Vazanna and Elezra Iyar with who study GAGA and Ohad Naharin Repertoire. 
2018 assisted to specific long intensives as Revés in Costa Rica, NOD in Torino and EXIN David 
Zambrano one-month intensive in Greece to deep into Flying Low and Passingthrough. 2019 lived 
three months in Guinea Conakry deepening in to Traditional African Dance with one of the most 
renown companies Ballet Matam. 2020 lives in Ibiza working as a hiphop and contemporary dance 
pedagogue in Are-T and Banana Dance Studios, she travelled to NYC to study in Peridance and EXPG 
with the worldwide masters of the hiphop culture.  
 
Clàudia is a strong dance pedagogue, lives and works freelance traveling internationally as a teacher, 
dancer, performer and healer. Based in Barcelona and Ibiza she performs in Guardians of ek in Cova 
Santa, Zoo Project, Dystopia at Ushuaia Ibiza, STK with Performance Lab, QUANTUM from ellebannA 
Costume Performance Company. Worked for Children of the 80’ in Hard Rock Café, Raices in 
Benimussa Park and private parties in Villas. Has a Chelo&Dance duo with Susanna Rozsa.  
 
Also has studied theatre of the oppressed. Acted for Codea Studio and as extra for Actor's Gallery. 
Collaborated in video clips as Beta Simon-Bozouva in Ibiza and Xesca Fort-Llegó with Claqueta Cinema. 
Participated in the Taxidancer project of La intrusa dance company in the video dance El Cuerpo del 
Delito-Marie. Worked as a model for the photographer Marco Ferraris. She directed and interpreted 
the film clip Aynahue which was selected by the judges earning an Official Selection Laurel in The 
Xsection Film Festival in Watertown, MA, U.S.A.  
 
Currently working as a director and choreographer of “Regressive” the first contemporary dance piece 

of her own company MYTHYM.ORG, which it is also a dance-movie.  Mythym is an artistic-social-

cultural project that combines contemporary dance with ancestral dances, regressions, and promotes 

cultural exchange through art and movement disciplines. Clàudia developed #SML Solo Mythym Lab; 

a unique workshop about creation of a dance solo through past life meditation using regressions as 

the dramaturgical starting point to develop the choreographic composition. 

Additionally, Clàudia is a social worker and also is part of Saberes de mi Tierra an artistic-international-

cooperation African dance project in Guinea Conakry.  
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